Wrong Recipe Challenge

Plan a St David’s Day Party

Mountains and Rivers and more

Choose a recipe and then look at the
challenge sheet to decide what you
will do

Resources and chilli challenge can
be found here:

A range of measurement
challenges today including
perimeter, length, area and
volume

Look at the chilli challenges today
and choose the challenge you feel
best suits you

CLICK ME

CLICK ME

Visit Wales Task

The Seven Wonders of Wales

Cymraeg Comprehension

CLICK ME
FOR FULL
DETAILS

Research task chilli challenge

2 STAR Challenge

CLICK ME

CLICK ME!

The Legend of Gwion a Ceridwen

Sialens Cymraeg

Listen to or read the legend

Rugby player profile

Chilli challenges linked to the legend
(you can always do more than one if
you want to)
Healthy Plate

CLICK ME!
Tasg 1: Reading comprehension
Tasg 2: Chilli challenge
Fun and Games

Fractions, Percentages and
Decimals

CLICK ME FOR FULL
DETAILS
SAINT DAVID’S DAY

Create a quiz of your own about

Can you come up with a recipe of your
own for a healthy meal containing
only food that come from Wales?

Design a new sport or outdoor
game to be played in Welsh
schools

Wales/St David’s Day.
You could do it on paper or you could
create a KAHOOT quiz.

CLICK ME FOR DETAILS

CLICK ME FOR DETAILS

This this to start you off!

NATURAL AND HUMAN
FEATURES IN THE LOCAL AREA

MYTHICAL CREATURES

BATTLE MUSIC

LOVE SPOONS

Watch this video of the 10
scariest creatures from Welsh
mythology.

Read the story behind the
coolest flag in the world HERE

Read this information sheet on
love spoons

Check out the chilli challenges to

Then, check out this musical
chilli challenge linked to our

Design a love spoon of your own

Take a virtual walk around your local
area (google earth/street view)
Look at the observation list HERE
Tick off the things you see on your
walk and note down anything else
interesting that you see
Learn the Welsh National Anthem

CLICK ME FOR VIDEO
and upload a video of yourself, or
your family singing it loud and proud

try after watching

CLICK ME

Create a poster for parents
advertising our exciting
Eisteddfod.
You could do this on paper or
digitally. E.g, Piccollage, Word,
Powerpoint.

Dragon

CLICK ME

Haven’t had chance to enter
the Creative writing
competition from home?
Why not spend some time
writing a story about a
Welsh animal?

CLICK ME FOR TEMPLATE

Y Chwe Gwlad
Choose one of the Six Nations
Maths activities found here

CLICK ME
Look at them all and choose the
one you fancy

1 STAR Challenge
for your comprehension activity
linked to A Welsh poem
WALES ON THE MAP
Have a look at this map activity
Instructions are included on the
resource and there are two
templates
Help sheet HERE
A RANDOM CREATION
Creative task – no success criteria
The theme is:
‘A Famous Welsh Person’
You can pick the person and you
can decide what to do.

POETRY RECITATION

SINGING

Practise your class poem and make a
video of you saying it aloud.

Practise learning your class song and
sing it aloud for a video.
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